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ABSTRACT
Artificial intelligence models are becoming an integral part of modern computing systems. Just like software inevitably has bugs, models have bugs too, leading to poor classification/prediction accuracy.
Unlike software bugs, model bugs cannot be easily fixed by directly
modifying models. Existing solutions work by providing additional
training inputs. However, they have limited effectiveness due to the
lack of understanding of model misbehaviors and hence the incapability of selecting proper inputs. Inspired by software debugging,
we propose a novel model debugging technique that works by first
conducting model state differential analysis to identify the internal
features of the model that are responsible for model bugs and then
performing training input selection that is similar to program input
selection in regression testing. Our evaluation results on 29 different models for 6 different applications show that our technique
can fix model bugs effectively and efficiently without introducing
new bugs. For simple applications (e.g., digit recognition), MODE
improves the test accuracy from 75% to 93% on average whereas
the state-of-the-art can only improve to 85% with 11 times more
training time. For complex applications and models (e.g., object
recognition), MODE is able to improve the accuracy from 75% to
over 91% in minutes to a few hours, whereas state-of-the-art fails
to fix the bug or even degrades the test accuracy.

1

INTRODUCTION

Artificial intelligence (AI) especially machine learning (ML) are becoming an essential part of our daily life, evidenced by self-driving
cars, Apple Face ID, digital assistants, and even the web page advertisements. Increasingly, computing systems are becoming a cohesive integration of AI models and deterministic logic just like
a human is composed of the brain (for intelligence) and the body
(for actions), rendering a view of Intelligent-System or IntelligentSoftware that is substantially more capable than traditional computing systems. For example, autonomous robotic systems use AI
navigation together with deterministic lower level control algorithms (e.g., PID controller). AlaphaGo is a computer program that
combines traditional program primitives (i.e., tree based search
algorithms) and deep neural networks (NN) [102]. Deterministic
push-down automata are seamlessly combined with NN in machine
translation in order to handle recursive natural language structures [49, 56]. AIs are an integral part of computer games which are
largely deterministic computing systems [37, 99]. Similar to traditional software component sharing and reusing, data engineers also
train models and share them on model repositories [2, 29] for reuse
in various applications. For example, the Python face_recognition
package [13] has been used in a number of applications. We envision
that data engineering (e.g., AI model training, tuning, maintenance)
will become an essential step of software engineering.
Just like software inevitably contains bugs and software debugging is a key step in software development process, AI/ML models
may have undesirable behaviors, which we call model bugs in this
paper, and model debugging will be an essential step in intelligent software engineering. For example, a state-of-the-art object
classification model can get only 80% accuracy on the ImageNet
classification challenge [97, 105], and a state-of-art natural language processing (NLP) model can get only 73% accuracy on the
Children’s Book Test challenge [63, 64]. Although these models are
dealing with problems with inherent uncertainty such that 100%
accuracy is often not achievable, there have been research showing
that much higher accuracy can be achieved for the aforementioned
challenges [54, 65]. In other words, the original models have bugs.
Just like that software bugs might have severe consequences, model
bugs could be catastrophic. Incorrect decisions could cause financial
loss (e.g., model driven stock exchange), various security and safety
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issues, and even endanger human lives. For example, the newly
released iPhone X uses a NN based face recognition system, known
as the Face ID, to unlock the phone and authenticate purchases
etc. However, it can be subverted by 3D printed faces [12]. There
are many accidents reported involving self-driving cars which use
neural network models to replace human drivers [26].
Model bugs can be divided into two categories. One type is
caused by the sub-optimal model structures such as the number of
hidden layers in a NN model, the number of neurons in each layer
and neuron connectivity. We call them the structural bugs. A lot
of existing research falls into addressing these bugs [62, 79]. The
other type is caused by the mis-conducted training process (e.g.,
using biased training inputs). We call them the training bugs. Our
paper focuses on training bugs. In the rest of the paper, we will
simply call them model bugs. Machine learning algorithms assume
that the training dataset and the real world data follow the same or
similar distribution so that the trained models can use features extracted from training data to properly predict unknown real world
cases. Unfortunately this is usually not the case. The distribution
of real world data is in general impossible to obtain. As such, a
lot of extracted features are problematic (e.g., too specific for certain inputs or do not possess sufficient discriminating capabilities).
However, model interpretability is a well known problem in data
engineering which states that extracted features are so abstract
that humans cannot understand them [85, 87, 94]. As such, unlike
software bug fixing, which can be achieved by directly changing
source code, model bug fixing cannot be achieved by directly modifying individual weight parameter values in the model. The only
way to fix model bugs is to provide more training samples trying to
make the training data less biased. Existing works use generative
machine learning models (such as generative adversarial networks
(GAN)) which can generate input samples similar to real world
samples [42, 57, 89, 90]. However, this has limited effectiveness (see
§4) due to the many inherent challenges such as having a good
mechanism to ensure the generated samples are not biased.
Software debugging has been intensively studied and there have
been many highly effective methods such as delta debugging [111],
fault localization [70], slicing [112], and automated bug repairs [81].
All these techniques work by first identifying the root cause of the
bug through some kind of execution state analysis such as contrasting states of failing execution with those of a very similar but
passing execution. As such, patching becomes very targeted and
hence highly effective. However, such a root cause identification step
is missing in existing model debugging techniques. Inspired by the
success of software debugging, we propose a novel model debugging technique for neural network models. Neural network models
can be considered as layers of internal state variables (called neurons) connected by matrices. The knowledge acquired in training is
encoded in the parameter values of the matrices. During application, given an input, a sequence of matrix multiplication operations
together with some specially designed thresholding functions (e.g.,
sigmoid [88] and softmax [46]) are applied to classify the input to
one of the output labels. The layers in between the input and output
layer are called the hidden layer, whose neurons are considered
representing abstract features (e.g., shape of a nose).
Given a model bug such as poor classification accuracy for a
particular output label, our technique performs state differential

Input layer neuron

: Raw input data

1st hidden layer neuron

: Features (relatively primitive)

2nd hidden layer neuron : Features (relatively abstract)
Output layer neuron

: Output results

Figure 1: A Simple Neural Network Model
analysis that identifies the neurons that are responsible for the
misclassification, called the faulty neurons. Then an input selection
algorithm similar to input selection in regression testing is used
to select new input samples that can have substantial influence
on the faulty neurons for retraining. In particular, our technique
first identifies a hidden layer that is critical for fixing the model
bug, by measuring if the abstraction denoted by the layer can have
substantial impact on classification accuracy. Once the layer is identified, our technique further measures the importance of individual
neurons/features in the layer for correct and faulty classification
results of the buggy output label. For example, assume a digit recognition model has a bug in which other digits such as 6 are often
misclassified as 5. Our technique determines the neurons/features
that are critical for correctly recognizing 5 and those critical for
misclassifying others to 5. A differential analysis (e.g., the latter
subtracts the former) is then conducted to identify the features that
are uniquely important for misclassification. We then select inputs
that have strong presence of such features for bug fixing. Various
differential analysis and input selection strategies are developed
for different kinds of bugs. Details are disclosed later in the paper.
Our paper makes the following contributions.
• We identify that existing model debugging process is not
effective due to the lack of understanding or analyzing the
root causes of the model bugs.
• Inspired by state differential analysis and input selection
in software debugging and regression testing, we propose
a novel technique to measure importance of features for
classification results, locate faulty neurons and select high
quality training samples for fixing model bugs.
• We develop a prototype MODE [10] based on proposed idea,
and evaluate it on 29 different models. The results show that
MODE can effectively and efficiently fix all the model bugs,
improving accuracy from 75% to 93% on average without
introducing new bugs, whereas existing methods only work
for some cases, potentially degrade the model performance,
and require 11x more training time for the cases it works.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Neural Network Models and Model Bugs
NN Models. NN models usually has a connected and layered structure with each layer containing a set of neurons. Neurons in two
consecutive layers are connected, and can transmit signals through
their connections. Such connections are represented by a set of
matrices. The values of the matrices are called weight parameters.
Training a neural network model is essentially to update weight
parameters so that the last layer neurons can produce the expected
prediction outputs. The core technique used for training is known
as the backward propagation [96]. It calculates the gradients of output error with respect to weight parameters. Intuitively, a large
gradient value indicates changing the corresponding weight can
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lead to substantial output variation. The gradients are fed backward to update the matrices. Training NNs is a slow and expensive
process. Hence, the training dataset is usually divided into multiple
batches and the whole training consists of many epochs.
Figure 1 shows a very simple neural network model with 4 layers
(left to right): input layer, two hidden layers, and the output layer.
The input layer takes the raw inputs and passes them to the next
layer. Hidden layers are used to extract the features of the input,
such as nose shape for face recognition. Intuitively, each neuron
can be considered denoting one special feature. A hidden layer
constructs more abstract features from the features denoted by
its preceding hidden (or input) layer. In the typical case of a fully
connected NN, each neuron/feature is dependent on (connected to)
all the neurons/features in the preceding layer. In general, it is very
difficult for data engineers to interpret the meanings of features
represented by individual neurons. After feature extraction, the
output layer is trained to use the features for application specific
tasks such as face recognition or object recognition.
Model Bugs. Intuitively, machine learning extracts features from
a given input and compares them with existing knowledge encoded
in the model to make decisions. The quality of the model highly
depends on the quantity and quality of the training data. Unfortunately, it is very challenging (if not impossible) to have training
data that precisely represent the distribution of real world data. As
such, models usually have undesirable behaviors, which we call
model bugs in this paper. More formally, given a model with specific
structural configuration, we say that the model is defective/buggy
if its test accuracy for a specific output label is lower than the ideal
accuracy, which is achieved when training inputs perfectly model
the real world distribution. Note that in this paper, we assume the
model structure is given and unchangeable. We do not deal with
sub-optimal model structure [71]. Instead, we investigate if better
accuracy can be achieved for the given model structure. Note that
many machine learning problems (e.g., face recognition) have inherent uncertainty such that 100% accuracy is infeasible. For example,
even humans mis-recognize faces occasionally. Second, since the
ideal accuracy is not computable, we consider any improvement on
the test score a meaningful bug fix. The effectiveness of a bug fix is
measured in two aspects: the test score improvement and the efforts
needed to achieve the improvement (e.g., additional training time).

2.2

Figure 2: Samples Generated by Different GANs
together. When the discriminator cannot tell the difference between
real world samples and generated samples, the training terminates
and the generated samples are used for training the buggy model.
Unfortunately, existing model debugging techniques have limited effectiveness. They sometimes even lead to degenerated models.
Firstly, generative machine learning is highly challenging and current solutions have various limitations [33, 34, 57]. For example, as
shown in [33, 34], GANs fall short of learning the target distribution
and cannot avoid mode collapse, i.e., generator only outputs part
of the target distribution. Such generated samples would make the
training dataset more biased if added, leading to more model bugs.
Secondly, even if the generated samples were similar to real world
samples, GAN would have difficulty ensuring that the generated
samples provide the needed discriminating capabilities for fixing
model bugs as it does not look into the reasons why a NN misbehaves. Instead, existing works just simply use all generated data or
randomly select some samples to fix the bug.
We test 14 different GANs [7, 19, 20, 25, 27] for the MNIST dataset
on a trained model which has problems in recognizing digit 5. While
the accuracy for the whole dataset is 88%, the accuracy for digit
5 is only 74%. For each GAN, we generate 40,000 new samples as
the new training data and use all of them to fix the model bug. The
results show that half of the new training sets fail to improve the
accuracy for either the model or digit 5, and 4 of them improve the
accuracy for the model but not digit 5. Only 3 GANs are able to
improve the accuracy for both. However, none of them can improve
the accuracy for digit 5 to 83% or higher even after running for 1
hour with all 40,000 new samples, whereas the accuracy can be
as high as 94% in 5 minutes using our approach. Note that the
original training process finishes within 20 minutes. Such results
demonstrate the limitations of existing works.
Figure 2 shows some samples generated by different GANs. The
right three are those generated by the three GANs (i.e., CGAN [89],
ACGAN [90], and infoGAN [42]) that achieved improvement. Observe that some samples (e.g., the left three) contain substantial
noises and are even difficult for humans to recognize. Training
with these samples may instead degrade the accuracy of the original model. Another observation is that these samples are very
general, do not target on fixing the specific defective behavior (misrecognizing 6 to 5). However, without understanding why a digit
is mis-recognized, the generated images of the digit have limited
effectiveness in fixing the problem.
Software Debugging. Our over-arching idea is to learn from the
substantial experience of software debugging that is built up by the
software engineering community over decades of intensive research
(e.g., [31, 36, 47, 52, 53, 67, 81, 92, 95, 111, 113]), and develop new
techniques to address the model debugging problem.
As shown in Figure 3, a typical software debugging procedure
is as follows. The developer executes the program with a failure
inducing input. She then inspects the execution state and compares
with the ideal (correct) state that may be derived from her domain
knowledge or extracted from similar passing execution(s). We call

Model Debugging

Existing Model Debugging. As discussed before, the only way to
fix NN model bugs is to provide more training data. To overcome
the problem of lacking representative data, researchers proposed
many data augmentation [1, 45] or generation techniques [57, 75],
which generates new training samples that are similar to the provided input data samples. State-of-the-art generative model, generative adversarial networks (GANs) mainly consists of two parts: the
generator and the discriminator. The generator is responsible for
generating artifacts. It takes a random input (e.g., a noise vector)
and changes it to something that looks real (e.g., a hand-written
digit image). The discriminator is used to determine if the generated
artifacts are similar to provided real samples. It takes the generated
samples and real world samples as input, and tries to determine
which ones are the real world samples. These networks are trained
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from all the inputs that are misclassified as l (e.g., images of 4, and
8 in Figure 4(d) that are misclassified as 1). Given a specific bug,
such as under-fitting of label 1 (the training and testing scores for
label 1 are both low), differential analysis is performed to identify
the faulty neurons that are responsible. For instance, Figure 4(a)
and Figure 4(b) show the benign and faulty heat maps of label 1,
respectively. Observe that the red areas of the benign heat map
roughly show the general shape of the digit, and the blue areas are
the regions that are not part of the digit. We find the neurons that
are present in the faulty heat map but not in the benign heat map
as shown in Figure 4(c), called the differential heat map. Intuitively,
the highlighted red ones in this differential heat map are the neurons that should be responsible for the misclassification. This is
analogous to that in human education, the educator needs to first
locate the misconception based on the misbehavior symptom.
After identifying the root cause, the next challenge is how to fix
it. As mentioned earlier, a prominent difference between model debugging and software debugging is that one cannot directly modify
the faulty neurons. Instead, we shall reduce their relative influence
on the corresponding output label by providing inputs that target
training these neurons. It is a challenge similar to input generation/selection in software regression testing. Specifically, when
changes are made to a software, test cases are generated/selected to
reach the modified code locations to stress test the new logic. This
is achieved by cross-checking the coverage of a test case and the
target code locations. Therefore, in model debugging, we generate
new inputs using GAN or select inputs from the remaining unused
training inputs based on the differential heat map. For instance, to
fix under-fitting of label 1, we generate/select images of digit 1
that do not contain features in the differential heat map. Intuitively,
we are coaching the model to ignore those features (that lead to
mistakes) when recognizing 1. Figure 4(e) shows images that have
high priority and are more likely to be selected for further training and Figure 4(f) shows images that have low priority and less
likely selected. Observe that the latter possesses the faulty features
(the circled areas) recognized by our differential analysis. Note that
the selected inputs do not necessarily cause misclassification in the
original model. This is critical as using only misclassified inputs
would lead to over-fitting. In our example, after using 500 selected
additional images for digit 1 along with 1,500 other random samples
in training, we have improved the test accuracy from 81% to 91%,
whereas using 40,000 randomly generated images including over
4,000 for digit 1 can only achieve 87%. Simply training on all the
misclassified images of digit 1 lowers the test accuracy to 77%. This
step is analogous to that in human education, the educator provides
additional material/exercises to correct the student’s mis-behaviors
based on the identified misconception. These material/exercises
may not be the ones that the student made mistakes on. Different
types of bugs have different kinds of differential analysis. Even for
the same kind bug (e.g., under-fitting), we have multiple patching
strategies. More details can be found in §3.

MODE

Models
State Di eren al
Analysis

Faulty Feature High Quality Training Data
Localiza on

Figure 3: Software Debugging, Model Debugging and MODE
it the state differential analysis stage. In this stage, she could use
simple methods such as GDB, or advanced techniques such as delta
debugging [111] and spectrum based fault localization [70] that
compares states of failing execution(s) and passing execution(s).
Through differential analysis, the developer locates the root cause
and understands the propagation of faulty states. The root cause
could be a single-line fault or a more complex fault (e.g., missing
functionality). She then fixes the bug by changing the code.
Figure 3 also shows the procedure of existing model debugging,
in which the data engineer simply feeds more and more training
data, hoping that the misbehavior could be fixed by the new data. As
explained before, neural networks are composed of highly complex
inter-connected matrices. A misbehavior is usually due to not just
one but a large set of neurons. Furthermore, due to the difficulties to
understand or interpret neurons [43, 85], it is impossible to directly
change weight parameters in a NN like patching source code line(s)
in software debugging. Note that a naive approach that simply adds
the failure-inducing input (and its clones) to the training set is very
problematic [40, 60]. This is because NN works by extracting general features from the training data. Adding many copies of an input
to the training set causes the over-fitting problem [101], meaning
that the extracted features are very specific to some inputs and will
have poor performance for general inputs. Analogously in human
education, educators cannot fix a student’s misunderstanding by
asking her to repeatedly work on the same problem. Otherwise,
she may just simply memorize the problem and its answer without
correcting the underlying misconception.
Our Idea. Inspired by software debugging, we propose a novel
neural network model debugging technique that works as follows.
As shown in Figure 3, given the inputs related to an output label
with buggy behavior (e.g., digit 5 to which many other digits are
misclassified), model state differential analysis is performed to identify the features that are critical for the misbehavior (similar to fault
localization in software debugging by program state differential
analysis). We call these features faulty features. Specifically, given
the buggy output label and a hidden layer, we develop a light-weight
method to determine the importance of each neuron in the hidden
layer for the output. We call it a heat map. Intuitively, it is an image
whose size equals to the number of neurons and the color of a pixel
represents the importance of a neuron (for the output). Red denotes
the positive importance (i.e., the presence of the feature is important
for the output) and blue denotes the negative importance (i.e., the
absence of the feature is important). To facilitate differential analysis, we generate two heat maps for an output label l. One is called
the benign heat map that is computed from all the inputs that are
correctly classified as l and the other the faulty heat map computed
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Under-fitting bugs. Since the best possible accuracy is unknown,
in practice we say that a model has an under-fitting bug, if

3 DESIGN
3.1 Overview

∃д,TrAcc(MдT ) ≤ θ,T eAcc(MдD ) ≤ θ

Figure 5 presents the overview of MODE. Given a buggy model,
namely, it has over-fitting or under-fitting problems for a label,
MODE first performs the model state differential analysis with the
correctly classified inputs and misclassified inputs for the label and
generates the benign and faulty heat maps for a selected hidden
layer (§3.3). The heap maps denote the importance of features for the
correct/faulty classification results. As a NN has many hidden layers
that represent various levels of abstraction in feature selection, we
need to select a layer that likely provides the strongest guidance
for fixing the bug. Selecting a layer that is too primitive or too
abstract may lead to sub-optimal results. In particular, the features
in a primitive layer (close to the input layer) may be too general
(contributing to many output labels). Retraining them may not have
unique effect on the target label. On the other hand, the features in
a very abstract layer (close to the output layer) may be too specific
so that it is difficult to identify the faulty features, e.g., each feature
may abstract part of the faulty behaviors in the earlier layers and
contribute a little bit to the misclassification but none of them is
dominating. We develop an algorithm to select the layer that strikes
a balance between the two depending on the bug type (Algorithm 1).
Based on the generated benign and faulty heat maps for the selected
layer, MODE performs various differential analyses (according to
the bug type) to generate the differential heat map, which highlights
the target features for retraining. The differential heat map is used
as guidance to select existing or new inputs (generated by GANs
or collected from the real world) to form a new training dataset,
which is then used to retrain the model and fix the bug (§3.4).

3.2

where θ is a pre-defined value based on concrete applications. Such
values can be derived from the statistics of similar models in the
wild. For image processing applications such as face recognition,
this value can be relatively high (e.g., 90%) as neural networks are
good at such tasks. And for many other applications, e.g., natural
language processing (NLP), the value is relatively lower (e.g., 60%).
Under-fitting bugs mean that the model can neither properly model the
training data nor generalize to new data. This is usually because the
unique features for this category are not appropriately extracted, or
the connections between the unique features to the output label are
too weak. From the training perspective, this is because the training
samples are too diverse, containing many noisy/harmful training
samples [59]. To fix the problem, we need to provide enough high
quality new training inputs. MODE aims to improve the quality
of selected input samples. High quality samples contain a lot of
label-unique features (e.g., Figure 4(e)) while noisy/harmful training samples introduce a lot confusing features to the model (e.g.,
Figure 4(f)), which are responsible for many mis-predicated cases
(e.g., Figure 4(d)). Take the circled red areas in Figure 4(f) as an
example. They will not help improve model precision, but rather
induce mis-classification.
Over-fitting bugs. We say that a model has an over-fitting bug, if
∃д,TrAcc(MдT ) − T eAcc(MдD ) > γ
where γ is a pre-defined value based on concrete use scenarios. The
rule means that the training accuracy for label д is much higher than
the test accuracy. This indicates that M can model existing known
data very well, but cannot generalize to new data. In other words,
the model is over-trained on some features. To fix the problem,
we ought to add samples to the training dataset to downplay such
features. Figure 6 shows an over-fitting example for digit 7. The
heat map representation and one example is shown in Figure 6(a).
As we can see, the model is over-fitted to a specific handwritten
style that has a cross-bar. As a comparison, the heat map of a well
trained model with more different handwritten styles of digit 7 and
one example style is shown in Figure 6(b).

Model Bug Types and Fixes

As discussed in §2, in this paper a model bug refers to that the test
accuracy of a specific label in the model (with a fixed structure) is
lower than the best possible accuracy. Note that the best possible
accuracy is usually not 100% due to the inherent uncertainty of the
application. Since the ideal accuracy is unknown, in practice we
consider a model is buggy if its test accuracy can be improved.
For a given model M with a set L of all possible labels, each input
can be tagged with a tuple (д, p) where д is the groundtruth label
and p is the predicted label. Based on these tuples, the test results
can be classified to two categories: the correctly predicted inputs
I to represent
(p = д) and mis-predicted inputs (p , д). We use Sд,p
the input subset whose groundtruth label is д and the predicted label
is p with the input dataset I . Standard machine learning process
involves at least two sets of data: the training dataset T , and the test
dataset D which is unknown while training. Sometimes it involves
one more validation set. To measure the performance of the model,
we define a few terms.
T rAcc(MдT ) =

T |
|Sд,д
T |
Σ|Sд,∗

,

T eAcc(MдD ) =

3.3

Model State Differential Analysis

The model state differential analysis is mainly to help data engineers understand bugs in the model, that is, what features are
important for a bug. In particular, it includes (1) selecting the layer
whose features are likely to provide the strongest guidance in bug
fixing; (2) analyzing the importance of the features in the layer for
correct/faulty classification and generating the heat maps.
Layer Selection. As discussed in §2, neural network models extract
features through the hidden layers. A hidden layer closer to the
output layer contains features that are more abstract. The goal
of layer selection is to find the layer that is most susceptible for
improvement. The key observation is that the level of abstraction
denoted by different layers have various effects for model accuracy.
Figure 7(a) and Figure 7(b) show the typical effect (test accuracy) of
using different number of layers. The solid lines show the accuracy

D |
|Sд,д
D |
Σ|Sд,∗

TrAcc(MдT ) calculates the percentage of correctly predicted cases
for label д on the training dataset (known as the training accuracy for
label д), and T eAcc(MдD ) measures that on the test dataset (known
as the test accuracy for label д).
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Figure 5: Overview of MODE Using MNIST as an Example

(a) Over-fitting

identify the layer where abstraction is about to saturate so that we
can add more inputs to enrich the features. In contrast, selecting
the backward saturation point allows us to identify the place that
the model is about to become over-abstracted so that we can add
more inputs to suppress faulty features.

(b) Normal

Figure 6: Over-fitting and Normal Cases for 7
Algorithm 1 Layer Selection for Under-fitting

(a) Under-fitting Bug

1: function selectLayer(model M , DataSet DS )
2:
i ← M .input Layer ()
3:
o ← M .output Layer ()
4:
l astdis ← init ()
5:
for each hidden layer l from i towards o do
6:
m ← M .subModel (i, l )
7:
m.f r eeze()
8:
l f m ← m.add(o .copySt ructur e())
9:
l f m.t r ain(DS .t r aininдSet ())
10:
ldis ← l f m.t est (DS .t est Set ())
11:
lsimscor e ← Bhat t achar yyaDist ance(l astdis, ldis)
12:
if lsimscor e ≤ α then
13:
return M .l ayer Bef or e(l )
14:
else
15:
l astdis ← ldis
16:
return o

(b) Over-fitting Bug

Figure 7: Test Accuracy v.s. Number of Layers
change along with the number of layers. At the beginning, having
more layers leads to significant accuracy improvement because
more abstract features are discovered. At a certain point, called the
saturation point as shown in the figure, the accuracy reaches the
proximity of the peak value and the line becomes flat. This is usually
because the extracted features are good enough (general as well as
unique for a specific task) and adding more hidden layers can hardly
improve the accuracy. At the tail of the line, as shown in Figure 7(b),
we may observe that adding too many layers leads to accuracy
degradation as the features become too specific to the given training
data, and the neural network is just remembering the training data
without generalizing (due to the larger capacity provided by the
additional layers), causing over-fitting. Such situations have been
well studied by previous research [61, 62].
It is important for MODE to choose a proper layer for the further
analysis, we call it the target layer. In particular, MODE chooses
the layer that the accuracy reaches or leaves the saturation point
(e.g., the layer denoted by the red lines in Figure 7), indicating
the edge to advance (e.g., the dotted lines represent the expected
performance after bug fixing). That is, MODE chooses the first
layer that has a limited test accuracy difference with its previously
analyzed layer. Intuitively, analyzing features in this layer would
give us the most prominent evidence of the bug as it denotes the
turning point of accuracy improvement. We have slightly different
methods to choose the target layer based on the bug type. For
under-fitting bugs, MODE performs the forward analysis with the
direction from the input layer to the output layer, whereas for
over-fitting bugs, MODE performs the backward analysis with the
direction from the output layer to the input layer. Intuitively, for
under-fitting, selecting the forward saturation point allows us to

The algorithm of selecting the target layer for fixing an underfitting bug is presented in Algorithm 1. It loops over each hidden
layer in the forward fashion. For each layer l, it extracts a sub-model
which contains all the layers up to l and then freezes the weight
parameters in the corresponding matrices so that the later training
would not change their values. Then a new output layer is added
that has the same output labels as the original model to construct a
new model, and this model is known as the feature model (Figure 8).
We retrain the feature model with the same training data. Notice
that only the last layer is updated during retraining and hence the
training efforts are small (i.e., seconds to a few minutes). Intuitively,
we are trying to use part of the original model (and hence the
features abstracted by the submodel) to make predictions. It then
tests the trained feature model and compares with the result by the
previous feature model using the Bhattacharyya Distance (line 11),
which is widely used to measure the similarity between probability
distributions [32, 58, 93]. If they are very similar, the layer before
l is considered the target layer. The algorithm for over-fitting is
similar and hence omitted.
Measuring Feature Importance. After identifying the target layer,
the next step is to measure the importance of individual features
(or neurons) in this layer for correct and faulty output results. Note
that although the NN training process inherently computes certain sensitivity information, called gradients, which predict how
much output changes may be caused by certain weight parameter
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changes. However, importance is different from sensitivity. The former is global and with respect to features, whereas the latter is local
and with respect to weight parameters (i.e., the connections between features across layers). Specifically, sensitivity measures that
given the current weight value, how much output change can be
induced by a (small) ∆ of the weight value. In contrast, importance
measures how much influence does a feature have on the classification result of an output label. An important feature may not have
sensitive weights. For example, the red region in Figure 4(a) denotes
the features that are important for recognizing digit 1. But their
parameters may not have large sensitivity, that is, small changes to
the parameters can hardly impact the classification results.

(a) H 1

(d) Good

(e) Bad

DHCIl ,k [i] = HCIl [i] − HCIk [i]

Feature Model

DHCIl [i] = DHCIl ,k [i], with k , l, k ∈ L, abs(DHCIl ,k [i]) is min
DHCIl ,k [i] computes the importance difference of the feature i
between the label l and k, and DHCIl [i] records the smallest difference. If the value is very small, it means feature i is equally
important for both l and another feature and hence not so unique.
Otherwise, the feature is very unique to l. Figure 9 shows an example of computing DHCI 1,2 for the MNIST dataset. In Figure 9(c)
(the differential heat map), the red color represents the uniquely
important features for digit 1 which are not in digit 2, and the blue
color denotes the features that are unique for 2 but not for digit 1.
As we can see, the shared important features are now white as the
distance is almost 0. Thus to enhance the unique features, we ought
to select samples with strong presence of features in the red areas
(e.g., Figure 9(d)), and lower the priority of selecting the samples
with strong presence of features in the blue areas (e.g., Figure 9(e)).
To suppress faulty features for label l, we perform differential
analysis on the mis-predicted dataset MIl (those misclassified as l)
and CIl to acquire a heat map DHMIl as follows:

Figure 8: Overview of Feature Model Generation
To measure importance, our idea is to leverage the feature model.
Recall that the feature model reuses part of the feature selection
layers in the original model (from the input layer up to the target layer) and retrains the output layer, which can be considered
making predictions based on the features in the target layer (e.g.,
through the softmax function). The boxed area in Figure 8 represents the selected sub-model. As shown on the right-hand-side,
the feature model directly connects the target layer with a new
output layer. The green lines in the feature model, connecting the
target layer and the output layer, are retrained. After retraining, the
weight values of the connections from the individual feature/neurons
in the target layer to a label in the output layer essentially denote
the importance of the features for the output label. Specifically, we
use the matrix representing the connections from the target layer
to the output layer to construct a heat map, by normalizing the
weights to the range [−1, 1]. The absolute value of a weight hence
represents the importance of the corresponding feature. For example in Figure 8, the green lines are retrained, and represent the
importance of individual features for output labels. The values are
hence normalized and used for generating the heat map. Images in
Figure 4 and Figure 6 visualize feature importance. The red color
represents the positive values ((0, 1]), and the blue color represents
the negative values ([−1, 0)). Features of no or little importance
(close to 0) are in white. The number of heat maps equals to the
number of output labels, and the size of each heat map equals to
the size of features (neurons). Formally, we use Hl [i] and wli to
represent the weight value of the ith feature for the label l, and a
heat map for label l, Hl can be represented as:

DHMIl [i] = HMIl [i] − HCIl [i]
DHMIl [i] denotes the importance difference of the feature i for
faulty and correct classifications of l. A small absolute value means
the feature i leads to similar behaviors in both categories and is
hence not very relevant. A large positive value (red) indicates that
i is particularly important for misclassification and hence faulty.
An example is shown in Figure 4 (Figure 4(a) (HCI 1 ), Figure 4(b)
(HMI 1 ) and Figure 4(c) (DHMI 1 )).
Over-fitting Bugs. As over-fitting bugs are essentially caused by
biased training samples whose features are too specific, we need
more samples especially the ones with more diversity to fix the bug.
The failing samples for the over-fitted label tells the most needed
features. Thus we perform a differential analysis on these inputs,
which computes a differential heat map DHW Il as follows:

Hl = [wl0, wl1, . . . , wln ]

3.4

(c) DHC I 1,2

MIl denoting cases that are misclassified as l, and W Il denoting
cases of l that are misclassified as others. MODE generates a heat
map for each group, HCIl for CIl , HMIl for MIl and HW Il for W Il .
Under-fitting Bugs. To understand and patch an under-fitting bug
of label l, we need to provide more inputs of label l with features
that are unique for l and suppress the faulty features (causing misprediction). To enhance unique features for label l, we perform a
differential analysis on the correctly predicated dataset CI to get
the differential heat map DHCI , which is computed as follows.

Target Layer

Original Model

(b) H 2

Figure 9: DHCI for Digits 1 and 2

Differential Heat Map and Input Selection

Differential heat map identifies the features that are critical for
the faulty behavior, called the faulty features. This is achieved by
contrasting heat maps for correctly classified and mis-classified
inputs. Specifically, given an output label l that we aim to debug,
there are two groups of inputs: CIl represents correctly predicated
inputs for l, and MIl andW Il containing mis-predicated inputs with

MHW Il [i] = HW Il ,k [i], with k , l, k ∈ L, abs(HW Il ,k [i]) is max
DHW Il [i] = MHW Il [i] − HCIl [i]
HW Il ,k denotes the heat map for the inputs of l that are misclassified as label k. MHW Il [i] computes the maximal importance value
that feature i has for some misclassification. Hence large values
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(b) Faulty 0

(c) DHMI

(d) Good
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(a) FM

(e) Bad

(red areas) in DH MIl represent the features that are unique for the
misclassified cases and currently ignored by the model, and hence
potentially important for generalization. As a result, we ought to
select samples with strong presence of such features.
Figure 10 shows an over-fitting bug. Figure 10(a) shows the heat
map of the model for digit 0 (HCI 0 ), and Figure 10(b) shows the
heat map for cases of 0 that are misclassified as other (HW I 0 ). The
generated differential heat map, DHW I is Figure 10(c). Its red areas
denote the potential new features for generalizing the model, and
its blue color areas denote the existing over-fitted features. As we
can see, in this case, the model was trained on small sized digit 0
images, and hence large sized digit 0 are mis-predicted to other
digits (e.g., 8). The differential heat map provides clear suggestion
that larger digit 0 images shall be used.

EVALUATION

We implement a prototype on TensorFlow [28]. In the evaluation,
we aim to address the following research questions:
RQ1: How effective and efficient is MODE in fixing model bugs?
RQ2: How does MODE compare to using random samples or faulty
samples to fix model bugs?
RQ3: What is the impact of different parameters?

4.1

(c) OD

(d) AC

16–18, 22, 30] published on its web page. Figure 11(a) shows an
example of the application.
• CIFAR-10: For object recognition, we use the CIFAR-10 dataset [78]
(50,000 training and 10,000 testing samples), which contains different images for 10 types of objects with equal number of training
and testing samples per type. We use 5 different classifier implementations from Github [4]. Examples are shown in Figure 11(b).
We split the original dataset into four parts: training set (30%),
validation set (10%), test set (10%) and bug fixing set (50%). The
bug fixing set is reserved for fixing the buggy model, the training
set is used for training only, the validation set is used for validating the trained model during training and the test set is assumed
unknown during training and (only) used to test the performance
of the trained model. In order to compare with existing data augmentation/generation solutions, we collect a large number of GAN
implementations as well. For MNIST, we find 14 different GAN
implementations [7, 19, 20, 25, 27]; for FM, we collect 10 different
GAN implementations from [20]; for CIFAR, we find three GAN
implementations [6, 8, 9]. Also, we compare MODE with a naive
approach that reuses the mis-classified data as new inputs.
For each model, we select an under-fitting bug, i.e., the output
label with the lowest training and testing accuracy, and an overfitting bug, i.e. the label with good training accuracy but the lowest
test accuracy. The retraining proceeds in batches, each having 2,000
new samples. After each batch, we evaluate the updated model on
the test dataset. If the test accuracy for both the whole model and
for the specific buggy label become higher, and the accuracy of the
label is no longer substantially lower than the model accuracy, we
consider the bug is fixed. Otherwise, we continue training with
more batches. We set a limit of 20,000 samples or 2 hours for 5
MNIST models and all Fashion MNIST models (MNIST-1 to MNIST5, and FM-1 to FM-6 in Table 1), and 40,000 samples or 4 hours
for the remaining 4 MNIST models (MNIST-6 to MNIST-9) and 3
CIFAR models (CIFAR-1 to CIFAR-3 in Table 1). For the other two
CIFAR models (CIFAR-4 and CIFAR-5), as they are extremely large
with over 20 million parameters to train for each model, we set
the constraint to be 40,000 samples or 24 hours. If the retraining
is not able to finish fixing a bug within the limit (according to the
aforementioned standard), we report the results upon termination.
Table 1 shows the experimental results including (left to right)
the model and its size measured by the number of parameters to
train, the bug type, and the accuracy for both the model and the
specific buggy label. For MODE, we show the number of samples
used to fix the bug (selected+random samples), the time used for
retraining, the test accuracy for the model and the buggy label.
For the GAN approach, we show the number of GAN models that
improve the test accuracy by 5+%, and the highest test accuracy for
the model and the buggy label, the number of samples used to train
this model and the training time. The last two columns present the
results of using all the mis-predicated samples to fix bugs.

Input Selection. With the generated differential heat maps, we
can perform input selection from the available new inputs. For each
new input s, we first feed it to the feature model (without running
through the output layer) to acquire a feature value vector vs . For a
given input and a differential heat map DH , we calculate a score rsl
by computing the dot product, rsl = vs · DH . Intuitively, the differential heat map is a vector pointing to the most effective direction
to fix the bug, and thus the score measures the contribution of the
input along the direction. Note that MODE does not exclusively use
new samples based on the scores as we do not want to overfit for
the buggy label. Hence, we also use additional random samples. In
this paper, the ratio between selected and random samples is 1 : 3.
Our experiments show that adding too many high scored samples
may degrade the final accuracy.

4

(b) CIFAR

Figure 11: Samples for Evaluated Application

Figure 10: Differential Heat Map for Over-fitted 0

Fixing Model Bugs

To answer RQ1 and RQ2, we collect multiple models for a few
applications. These models may be trained on the same dataset
with different hyper-parameters, model structures (e.g., number of
layers), and activation/loss functions etc. The models have various
sizes, ranging from 7k parameters (e.g., [24]) to over 20M parameters
(e.g., [4]). Part of the models and their stats are shown in Table 1.
• MNIST: We use the MNIST handwritten digit dataset (60,000
training and 10,000 testing samples), and collect 9 different NN models from Github published by various groups such as Google [24].
• Fashion MNIST (FM): We use the Fashion MNIST dataset [15,
109] (60,000 training and 10,000 testing samples), and 6 models [11,
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Table 1: Fixing Model Bugs Summary
Model Bug
MAcc LAcc
(Size) Type

MODE
#S

T

Randomly Selecting GAN
MAcc LAcc >5%? MAcc LAcc #S

T

Failing
MAcc LAcc

MNIST-1
7k
MNIST-2
185k
MNIST-3
185k
MNIST-4
185k
MNIST-5
122k
MNIST-6
244k
MNIST-7
185k
MNIST-8
185k
MNIST-9
257k

U
O
U
O
U
O
U
O
U
O
U
O
U
O
U
O
U
O

88%
84%
89%
84%
86%
84%
86%
84%
82%
85%
84%
84%
87%
85%
86%
84%
84%
84%

74% 500+1500
81% 500+1500
72% 500+1500
76% 500+1500
76% 500+1500
78% 500+1500
78% 500+1500
74% 500+1500
77% 500+1500
77% 500+1500
72% 1000+3000
74% 1000+3000
77% 1000+3000
72% 1000+3000
73% 1000+3000
73% 1000+3000
73% 1000+3000
72% 1000+3000

5m
6m
5m
5m
5m
5m
5m
5m
5m
5m
10m
9m
9m
9m
10m
12m
9m
9m

93%
92%
92%
93%
94%
94%
94%
92%
94%
92%
93%
94%
93%
93%
93%
93%
94%
93%

94%
91%
92%
93%
94%
95%
94%
92%
92%
92%
93%
94%
93%
91%
93%
94%
95%
93%

3(14)
4(14)
5(14)
3(14)
4(14)
3(14)
3(14)
4(14)
4(14)
3(14)
3(14)
3(14)
3(14)
3(14)
3(14)
3(14)
3(14)
3(14)

90%
89%
90%
87%
92%
93%
86%
84%
87%
88%
89%
86%
88%
87%
87%
88%
88%
86%

83% 20000 1h2m
87% 20000 1h4m
88% 20000 57m
85% 20000 1h4m
87% 20000 1h10m
90% 20000 55m
84% 20000 56m
83% 20000 50m
88% 20000 54m
90% 20000 54m
84% 40000 1h58m
82% 40000
2h
85% 40000 2h9m
88% 40000 2h4m
82% 40000 1h54m
85% 40000 2h6m
88% 40000
2h
86% 40000 2h3m

86%
85%
85%
83%
88%
84%
85%
88%
84%
82%
81%
79%
84%
87%
88%
87%
81%
87%

80%
77%
82%
74%
82%
82%
80%
78%
74%
76%
78%
76%
75%
82%
76%
76%
73%
77%

FM-1
493k
FM-2
1.2M
FM-3
3.2M
FM-4
765k
FM-5
113k
FM-6
26M

U
O
U
O
U
O
U
O
U
O
U
O

88%
87%
85%
87%
87%
85%
86%
85%
87%
83%
89%
82%

80%
82%
77%
74%
72%
69%
73%
74%
80%
73%
81%
74%

5m
5m
5m
5m
10m
9m
5m
5m
5m
5m
5m
9m

93%
94%
95%
94%
93%
93%
92%
91%
92%
92%
93%
92%

90%
94%
95%
94%
91%
93%
94%
92%
92%
93%
95%
94%

2(10)
3(10)
2(10)
2(10)
2(10)
2(10)
3(10)
1(10)
2(10)
2(10)
2(10)
3(10)

84%
89%
89%
90%
89%
88%
83%
88%
87%
83%
91%
85%

88% 20000 1h2m
90% 20000 1h4m
88% 20000 1h9m
84% 20000 1h3m
78% 20000 1h12m
88% 20000 1h7m
80% 20000 1h3m
80% 20000 1h9m
86% 20000 1h3m
82% 20000
1h
91% 20000 1h3m
83% 20000 1h2m

83%
88%
87%
85%
89%
88%
87%
87%
79%
86%
83%
85%

78%
84%
80%
80%
76%
78%
73%
75%
74%
80%
75%
80%

Avg
CIFAR-1
62k
CIFAR-2
0.97M
CIFAR-3
1.7M
CIFAR-4
20M
CIFAR-5
20M

U
O
U
O
U
O
U
O
U
O
Avg

85% 75%
79%
79%
84%
83%
82%
86%
84%
87%
88%
86%

500+1500
500+1500
500+1500
500+1500
500+1500
500+1500
500+1500
500+1500
500+1500
500+1500
500+1500
500+1500

7m 93% 93%

64% 500+1500
6m
65% 500+1500
7m
76% 500+1500
15m
72% 500+1500
21m
78% 500+1500
30m
83% 500+1500
24m
74% 1000+3000 12h40m
78% 1000+3000 12h9m
79% 1000+3000
10h
79% 1000+3000 9h40m

84% 75%

88%
92%
91%
88%
91%
93%
92%
91%
92%
93%

89%
91%
90%
89%
90%
92%
93%
92%
94%
94%

91% 91%

88% 85%
0(3)
0(3)
0(3)
0(3)
0(3)
0(3)
0(3)
0(3)
0(3)
0(3)

74%
82%
80%
88%
81%
84%
87%
90%
85%
88%

78m

64% 40000 1h14m
63% 40000 1h21m
74% 40000 2h40m
79% 40000 2h50m
78% 40000 4h10m
74% 40000 4h9m
75% 38000 24h
77% 38000 24h
78% 40000 24h
78% 40000 24h

84% 74%

Figure 12: Test Accuracy vs. Training Samples
Table 2: Accuracy Improvement without GANs
Model

Original
MAcc

MODE

LAcc

MAcc

Random
LAcc

MAcc

Lacc

FR
2.1M

OF
UF

76%
72%

65%
64%

88%
85%

84%
86%

79%
78%

72%
70%

OD
3.2M

OF
UF

83%
82%

74%
75%

89%
88%

88%
83%

84%
84%

77%
79%

AC
30M

OF
UF

33%/44%
25%/36%

13%/22%
11%/20%

46%/60%
42%/52%

38%/47%
36%/44%

32%/40%
32%/41%

33%/42%
25%/32%

data. Notice that even after MODE fixes the bug with new training
data, the total training data is still smaller than the original dataset.
However, many models actually achieves better performance than
training with the original dataset. For example, the MNIST-1 model
achieves 92% test accuracy on the 60,000 training samples while
MODE achieves 94% with 30% of this plus 2000 new samples.
Applications without Inputs by GANs. We also evaluate RQ1
and RQ2 for applications and models without available GANs to
generate new inputs. We divided the dataset into 4 parts as described
before. Given a model bug, we use MODE and the random selection
approach to select the same number of inputs (from the reserved
dataset) as the new training data to fix the bug, and measure the
improvement of each method. Here, we select 1,000 inputs to retrain.
The retraining time ranges from 5 minutes to 30 minutes. Due to
the space limit, we only use one model for each application:
• Face Recognition(FR): We use the Labeled Faces in the Wild
(LFW) dataset [66] (10000 training and 3233 testing samples), and
the model is directly obtained from Github [14].
• Object Detection(OD): This model [3] tries to detect the existence of eyeglasses. The images are from the CelebA dataset [86]
(162770 training, 19867 validation and 19962 testing samples).
• Age Classification(AC): This classifier [21] predicts the age
group of a person based on the dataset from the OUI-Adience Face
Image Project [50] (15,000 training and 2,523 testing samples). The
ages are divided into 8 groups. As this is a very difficult problem
even with human intelligence, the model is measured not only by
accuracy but also by off-one accuracy, meaning that a prediction
result is considered correct if it is the ground truth or a one-step
neighbor of the ground truth.
The experimental results are shown in Table 2. For AC, both
accuracy and one-step accuracy are reported. Observe that for
these applications, MODE is still highly effective in improving the
accuracy for over-fitting (OF) or under-fitting (UF) bugs for both the
model and the buggy label. Randomly selected inputs are helpful in
general. But they are less effective. Sometimes, they lead to accuracy
degradation (e.g., the over-fitting bug for the age classification).
Debugging Pre-trained Models. Another experiment we did is to
apply MODE on models that have relatively high accuracy and do not
have obvious bugs in output classes. We use an iterative method to
fix the bugs. During each iteration, we first identify the most buggy

85% 78%
79%
80%
81%
85%
83%
80%
86%
87%
88%
86%

Bug

66%
68%
82%
78%
74%
72%
74%
77%
78%
73%

84% 74%

From Table 1, we make a few observations. Firstly, compared
with the other two approaches, MODE is more effective (higher test
accuracy) and efficient (less training time and fewer samples) in
fixing the model bugs. In the meantime, the model test accuracy is
also improved after MODE fixing the bugs, indicating that MODE
does not degrade the effectiveness of the whole model. Thus, we
can say that MODE can effectively and efficiently fix model bugs
without introducing new bugs. Secondly, randomly selecting GAN
generated inputs can fix some bugs, but fails on many others. Also,
it can potentially introduce new bugs, causing the degradation of
model accuracy. Even in cases where this approach can fix bugs,
it requires 11x longer training time and more data samples, leading to larger overhead. Figure 12 shows the test accuracy change
along with the number of new samples for model MNIST-1 during
retraining. As we can see, MODE can improve the accuracy quickly
because of the high quality data samples. Using random selected
GAN samples can sometimes improve the accuracy, but in many
other cases, it may degrade the accuracy as ineffective/bad samples
are chosen. We consider the feature of quick improvement is very
important when the retraining budget is limited. Furthermore, directly re-using mis-predicted samples as the new training samples
to fix bugs, in most cases, leads to the over-fitting problem, causing
the degradation of test accuracy. Another observation we have is
that even though the buggy model is trained with less training
data, the root cause of the bug is NOT because of lacking training
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Table 3: Real-world Models Bug Fix
DataSet

Model

Original Acc.

# Samples

MODE Acc.

MNIST

MNIST-10 [23]
MNIST-11 [23]

95.2%
93.4%

2000
2000

97.4%
96.8%

94.8%
94.3%

Fashion
MNIST

FM-7 [15]
FM-8 [15]

87.6%
91.6%

2000
2000

92.3%
92.6%

88.9%
88.5%

CIFAR

CIFAR-6 [5]
CIFAR-7 [5]

87.3%
88.4%

4000
4000

93.2%
92.8%

87.3%
88.2%

only show the results of the MNIST-1 model, and the conclusion
is applicable for other models. Figure 14 shows the test accuracy
change for both the model and the buggy label during training using
three different α values: 0.05, 0.25 and 0.45. When the value is very
small (0.05), MODE can still fix the model, but requires a lot more
training samples and time. When using a proper value, in this case,
α = 0.25, MODE can fix the model bugs with the minimal training
efforts. When the value is too large, such as α = 0.45, MODE can
quickly improve the test accuracy for the buggy label, but in the
meantime easily triggers over-fitting, leading to degradation of test
accuracy for both the model and the buggy label.

Random Acc.

5

Figure 14: Effects of Using Different α
output class by calculating the difference between the training
accuracy and validation accuracy, and use MODE to fix the bug.
The procedure continues until the accuracies for each output class
are above a threshold or the model accuracy cannot be improved.
We use 5 real-world pre-trained models [15, 23, 78] that are
trained on the original dataset with relatively high test accuracy
and no obvious bugs for all output classes. To fix these model
bugs, we use collected GANs to generate the validation dataset
and bug fix datasets and compare MODE with the random input
selection approach. Table 3 summaries the results. For each model,
we show the original model accuracy (column 4), the number of
new samples used to fix the model for both approaches (column 5),
the new accuracy using MODE (column 6) and the average accuracy
of using the random approach 10 times (column 7). From the table,
we can clearly see that MODE is more effective and efficient than
using the random approach in all cases.

4.2

RELATED WORK

Our work is inspired by software engineering techniques, especially
software debugging and regression testing. Software debugging
has been extensively studied, producing a large number of highly
effective techniques (see §2). Many of these techniques work by
performing differential analysis on program execution states (e.g.,
comparing variable values in passing and failing runs). The success
of these techniques inspires us to contrast NN model states. However, different from software debugging, model bugs cannot be fixed
by directly changing model parameters, but rather through retraining. The inter-dependencies of model internal states are much more
complex compared to program dependencies, requiring different
solutions. In regression testing, how to efficiently select/prioritize
test cases is an important challenge. There are also many highly
effective solutions [35, 48, 51, 55, 69, 83, 84, 91, 98, 100, 104, 110]
The basic idea is to check the correlations between individual test
cases and code modifications. This inspires us to select inputs for
model debugging by comparing the strong features possessed by
individual inputs and the features that we target to modify.
Machine learning techniques are widely used in various software
engineering applications [41, 44, 72–74, 82, 103, 106–108]. MODE
has the potential to facilitate researchers to debug their models.
In recent years, researchers proposed various methods to address
the machine learning model debugging problem [38, 39, 76, 114].
However, these techniques are limited to specific machine learning
model types, and cannot handle complex models like neural networks. Furthermore, they do not perform differential analysis to
identify faulty features before fixing them. In [68, 114], researchers
aim to identify incorrect items in the training set and clean up
training data. Here, incorrect data means corrupted data (e.g., illformatted XML files). These work are orthogonal to MODE. There
are also works [76, 77, 80, 87] aiming at providing provenance information and explanation of models to data engineers to help them
understand or debug the models. They require human inspection,
while MODE is an automated technique.

Figure 13: Effects of Selecting Different Target Layers

Design Choices

To answer RQ3, we perform a number of experiments using different
parameters to see how this affects the performance of MODE.
Effects of Layer Selection. In §3, we discussed choosing different
layers (to generate heat maps) may affect the effectiveness of MODE.
In this experiment, we study such effects. Figure 13 shows 4 cases:
2 under-fitting bugs and 2 over-fitting bugs on 4 different models
(MNIST-2 to MNIST-5). All these four models have 5 layers. As we
can see, there is always an optimal layer that leads to the best test
accuracy. Also, our proposed method Algorithm 1 is able to select
the optimal layer for all cases. This demonstrates the effectiveness
of layer selection. The experiments on a few other applications and
models demonstrate the same result. Details are elided.
Ratio between Selected Data and Random Data Another important parameter in MODE is the percentage α of selected data
samples in the new training dataset. Due to space limitations, we

6

CONCLUSION

Inspired by software debugging and regression testing techniques,
we propose and develop MODE, an automated neural network
debugging technique powered by state differential analysis and
input selection. It can help identify buggy neurons and measure
their importance to guide the new input sample selection. MODE
can construct high quality training datasets that effectively and
efficiently fix model bugs without introducing new bugs.
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